Abstract| W e describe a one-joint planar arm which r epeatedly throws and catches parts on its surface, and we demonstrate that proper choice of the throw v elocity a n d arm geometry guarantees that the part will enter a unique recurrent motion pattern from a large set of initial con gurations. The resulting system resembles an open-loop stable juggler of polygonal parts. Combined with a simple one-bit sensor, the system can be used as a parts feeder.
I. Introduction
The problem of parts feeder design is to design an environment that reduces the uncertainty in the state of a part (or set of parts). The feeder may rely solely on the geometry of specially designed xtures interacting with a part on a conveyor belt or in a gravity eld 8 19] , or some combination of geometry, materials, and motion (open-loop or sensor-based) design. In all cases, the goal is to collapse the possible initial states of the part into a smaller set (ideally a singleton).
We describe a simple planar parts feeder consisting of a one joint robot arm that repeatedly throws and catches parts in a gravity eld ( Figure 1) . A \catch" consists of letting the part impact on the stationary arm and come to rest. We show t h a t b y the proper choice of the throw velocity and the geometry of the arm, a unique recurrent motion pattern of the part emerges. This behavior emerges without sensing for a large set of initial con gurations of the part. Instead of collapsing the possible part con gurations to a single point, the device collapses the initial con gurations into a stable forward limit set similar to a limit cycle.
We are motivated by the possibility of using very simple hardware and sensors for parts feeding. The ability o f minimalist 4] robotic manipulators to feed parts is determined largely by natural dynamics (impact, friction, etc.), as the manipulators lack su cient control authority to arbitrarily control part motions. Unfortunately, analysis of such systems is di cult, especially with complex part geometry and multiple impacts. As dynamical systems, however, we might expect the appearance of features such as stable and unstable xed points, stable limit sets, etc. It may t h e n be possible to tune simple sensors to these features of the dynamical systems to create parts feeders. For our system, a one-bit sensor can be used to recognize when the part has reached the goal orientation.
The inspiration for this work comes from the 1JOC parts feeder (Akella et al. 1] ) and work on vibratory parts feeding. In the 1JOC (one joint o ver conveyor) parts feeder, a one joint revolute robot pushes parts on a constant speed conveyor, and a set of primitives is de ned that allows polygonal parts to be moved from any random initial con guration to a desired goal con guration. In this paper, the conveyor belt is replaced by gravity, and the quasistatic pushing mechanics are replaced by dynamically stable throws and impact mechanics. By analogy to the 1JOC, our system could be called the 1JAG ( o n e j o i n t a n d gravity), with the goal being a faster version of the 1JOC. Although we could de ne planning primitives similar to those for the 1JOC, our purpose is to study the asymptotic behavior of the system under repeated, identical, low amplitude throws.
The repeated high velocity, l o w amplitude throws are reminiscent of vibratory motion. One commercially successful vibratory parts feeder is the Sony APOS system (Hitakawa 15] ). The problem is to design a tray of nests, and a vibratory motion for the tray, so that parts only remain in the nests if they are properly oriented. Krishnasamy et al. 18 ] have studied a simpli ed example of the APOS design problem. Unfortunately, the complex dynamic behavior of a part with non-trivial geometry on a vibrating surface is extremely di cult to analyze and simulate, much less design to yield a desired behavior. Our device di ers from vibratory feeders in that the arm's motion is impulsive, and the arm is motionless while the part settles. This assumption makes the system more amenable to analysis while remaining physically realistic.
Related in spirit to our work is the design of a vertically oscillating 30] . One di erence in our work is that the geometry of the part plays an important role in determining the behavior of the system, as is the case for any parts feeder. The key is to show that the mechanics of the throw-catch mapping sends a compact set of the con guration space back to itself|the part cannot escape to in nity. Recurrence follows from this observation. With a weak assumption on an approximated version of the throwingcatching system, it can be shown that all points in the compact set converge to the same forward limit set.
We believe that as the dynamics of a parts feeder become more complex, involving multiple parts, multiple impacts, or complex 3D geometry, it becomes intractable to design parts feeders from \ rst principles" such as C-space kinematic analysis and friction and impact laws, as is common in many recent w orks in algorithmic design and programming of parts feeders. As a result, design of most industrial vibratory parts feeders is based on trial and error. In an e ort to speed up the design process, design approaches have been proposed based on statistics on the part state collected through extensive dynamic simulation 2], 13], 23], 24]. These statistics form a high-level description of the behavior of the dynamical system, which can be modi ed by c hanging the design parameters. In this paper we study an intermediate-level description based on recognizing design-parameter-dependent features of the dynamical system and tuning simple sensors to these features. The existence of recognizable features may be stable for a wide range of parameter choices (e.g., pattern formation in rotating drums of dissimilar particles 14]).
We i n troduce the notation for the system in Section II, the mechanics of throwing and catching in Section III, the existence of stable limit sets in Section IV, and simulation and experimental results in Section V.
II. Notation
We de ne an x ; y frame F at the pivot point o f t h e throwing arm (Figure 2 ). The gravitational acceleration in F is (0 g ) g<0. The angle of the arm is , a n d a t h r o w begins with the arm horizontal ( = 0) with the part at rest on the arm. The arm throws the part by rotating counterclockwise to a state ( r _ r ) and releasing, where r _ r 0. The top surface of the arm is a line at y = h when = 0 . h is called the o set and may be positive o r negative. The part center of mass is located at (x y). The polygonal part has n edges and n vertices, labeled E i and V i , i = 0 : : : n; 1, respectively. The boundary vertices of E i are V i and V i+1 (where V n is identi ed with V 0 ), and i increases as we m o ve counterclockwise around the part. Because the part interacts only with the at throwing arm, nonconvex parts are treated as their convex hull. The Coulomb friction coe cient b e t ween the arm and the part is > 0.
When the part rests on E i under gravity with the arm angle = 0 , w e de ne a u i ; v i reference frame F i at the center of mass of the part, where the +v i direction is opposite gravity (see Figure 2 ). The location of the left vertex of E i is written (u i l v i l ) i n F i , and the right v ertex is written (u i r v i r ). Note that v i l = v i r < 0. We de ne the height of the center of mass above the arm surface
r . E i is said to be a stable edge if u i l < 0 a n d u i r > 0. The part will stay at rest on a stable edge under small perturbations of the gravitational force or arm angle.
The set of stable edges is denoted S = fijE i is stableg.
The mass of the part is m and its inertia is m 2 . T h e resting state of the part is speci ed by ( i R), where i is the edge number (i 2 S ) and R is the throwing radius, o r x location of the center of mass when the arm is horizontal. The part radius r is the distance from the center of mass to the most distant part vertex, and d min = min i2S d i is the distance to the closest point on the boundary. W e assume that the cent e r o f m a s s i s i n t h e i n terior of the part convex hull, so d min > 0.
III. Throwing and catching
A. Throwing A throw consists of a phase where the manipulator is in contact with the part, called the carry, followed by a release and a free ight phase. In this paper all carries satisfy the necessary condition for a dynamic grasp.
A.1 Dynamic grasp
De nition III.1: A dynamic grasp occurs when a manipulator in contact with an object moves so that there is no relative motion between the object and the manipulator surface (Lynch and Mason 21]).
Example III.2: A coin resting on an open palm, facing upward, is in a dynamic grasp if the palm is not accelerating downward faster than gravity. A coin in an inverted palm (as when slapping the coin on the back of the other hand after a coin toss) is in a dynamic grasp if the palm accelerates downward faster than gravity.
We assume that throws are accomplished with a dynamic grasp to ensure the repeatability of the release state. It is easy to ensure that a dynamic grasp is robust to variations in the part center of mass location, radius of gyration, or friction coe cient with the thrower. If the part rolls or slips before release, however, di erences in these properties will result in di erent release states.
To test for a dynamic grasp, we assume that the object remains xed to the manipulator and check if the required forces of motion can be supplied by the manipulator contact. If so, then a dynamic grasp is a consistent solution to the motion of the object.
We can express the necessary condition for a dynamic grasp in the frame F i corresponding to the resting edge (1 2) (2 3) (3 4) (4 1). These four inequality constraints may be viewed as constraints on the location of the line of force, and they imply that (1) the line of force passes to the right of the left vertex, (2) the line of force is not outside the right edge of the friction cone, (3) the line of force passes to the left of the right v ertex, and (4) the line of force is not outside the left edge of the friction cone. These inequality constraints may be solved explicitly as inequality constraints on given the arm state ( _ ). Any simultaneously satisfying these four constraints will maintain the dynamic grasp.
The part is released at ( r _ r ). As r and the total time of the carry approach zero, with _ r > 0, the throw b e c o m e s impulsive with an impulse p. F or the impulsive throw t o be in a dynamic grasp, p = ( ;m(h+d i ) _ r m R _ r m 2 _ r ) T must be contained in W i , n o w considered as an impulse cone. The line of action of p is independent o f _ r > 0, so the test reduces to a simple test on the throwing geometry ( Figure 3 ). We w ould like to know i f t h e t h r o w i s i n a dynamic grasp as a function of the throwing radius R.
For a stable edge, the four impulse cone constraints can be written Proposition III.3: For any stable edge E i , a n y o set h, and any friction coe cient > 0, there exists a nite radius R i grasp such that impulsive throws are in a dynamic grasp for all release velocities _ r > 0 and all R i R i grasp .
Proof: Since > 0 a n d u i l u i r 6 = 0 b y the de nition of a stable edge, the lower bounds in the constraints (1)- (4) are nite. The constraints are also independent o f _ r > 0.
In the rest of the paper, all throws will be assumed to be impulsive throws. We will also assume that the entire part is to the right o f t h e y-axis of F this will eliminate the possibility of the part \stubbing its toe" at the release (left vertex of the resting edge moving downward initially).
A.2 Free ight
After an impulsive release at r = 0 and time t = 0 , t h e motion of the frame F i in F can be written 2 4 x(t) y(t) (t) where (t) denotes the angle of the u i -axis of F i relative to F. The motion of the vertices will also be of interest. If a v ertex V is located at (u v) i n F i , its motion in F is
x V (t) is monotonic decreasing if p u 2 + v 2 < h + d i , a n d i t is monotonic increasing if p u 2 + v 2 < ;h ; d i .
B. Catching
A c a t c h occurs when the part impacts with the stationary horizontal arm and settles to a stable edge. This can be a very complex process consisting of many impacts. To simplify the analysis, we assume that friction at the impact point is su ciently high, and the restitution coe cient sufciently low, that the post-impact velocity of the impact point on the part is zero. This assumption closely approximates actual behavior when the arm is covered with a thin sheet of a highly damping material, such as slow-recovery foam. Besides simplifying the analysis of the system, these \sticking" impacts also ensure that the part quickly settles to rest, reducing throw-catch cycle time.
Let (r x r y ) T (9) where equations (7) and (8) ensure that the post-impact velocity of the impact vertex is zero, and (9) ensures that the impulse passes through the impact point. Equations (7)- (9) can be solved for the post-impact velocity.
After the initial impact, the part rolls without slipping about the impact vertex, with an initial angular velocity of _ + . Rolling continues until another vertex impacts the arm. We solve for the new impact and continue until the part can no longer escape a particular edge. Then the part is considered to have settled to that edge.
In the analysis of Section IV, we will assume that during rolling the part comes to rest at the rst stable edge that comes in contact with the arm. Hence the x motion of the center of mass during rolling is bounded by a constant L. While this assumption is not strictly necessary for the subsequent results, it greatly simpli es the analysis.
An impact is called a sweet spot catch if the post-impact velocity is zero ( _ + = 0). The impulse does not change the direction of velocity it only changes the magnitude (to zero).
C. Throwing and catching
For given design parameters h and _ r , the throw map f : ( i 0 R 0 ) ! (i 1 R 1 ) maps the initial part con guration (i 0 R 0 ) to its nal con guration (i 1 R 1 ) after throwing with a dynamic grasp, impacting, and settling. f is only de ned for (i 0 R 0 ) such that E i0 is stable and R 0 R i0 grasp . We distinguish between two results of the mapping f:
Jog. The part comes to rest on the same edge (i 0 = i 1 ) after a zero net rotation during ight and settling.
Flip. The part comes to rest on a di erent edge (i 0 6 = i 1 ) (or on the same edge with a net rotation equal to a nonzero integral multiple of 2 ).
The throw m a p f is a nonsmooth mapping which cannot be computed in closed-form.
IV. Stable limit sets
The rst question we might ask is whether we c a n c hoose h and _ r so that f has one or more stable xed points (i R ) = f(i R ). Let f N (i R) represent N iterations of the map f applied to the point ( i R). Then a xed point ( i R ) o f f is stable if for every neighborhood U = ( i B(R )) (where B(R ) i s a n o p e n i n terval containing R ) there is a neighborhood U 1 U of (i R ) such that f N (i R) 2 U for any ( i R) 2 U 1 and any N > 0. Better yet, if U 1 can also be chosen so that lim N!1 f N (i R) = ( i R ), the xed point i s asymptotically stable. In most cases, however, it is not possible to choose design parameters to yield any stable xed points. For example, the following result precludes the existence of stable xed points for parts with all edges stable. Proposition IV.1: Assume all edges of the part are stable, and during a catch the part comes to rest on the rst edge that contacts the arm. Then, for any _ r > 0 and any h, a n y xed point ( i R ) (where f(i R ) i s a j o g ) o f t h e map f is unstable.
Proof: Let x l (0) be the position (in F) of the left contact vertex V i of edge E i when the part rests at the xed point ( i R ), where f(i R ) is a jog. By Equation (6) Since all edges are stable and the part comes to rest on the rst stable edge, V i must impact rst for the motion to be a jog. If the ight time of the part is T , let = _ r T > 0 be the total rotation during ight. Both and T are implicitly functions of the throwing radius R, and both are monotonically increasing with R (d =dR > 0 d T = d R >0), as larger values of R give higher throws. Also, must satisfy the constraints ; < + < ; =2 (12) which s a y that at impact, V i must be below and to the left of the CM. If it is not to the left of the CM, then after impact the part will roll CCW to a di erent edge, resulting in a ip.
We de ne the function Instead of searching for design parameters h and _ r to yield stable xed points, we look for the existence of stable forward limit sets. First we p r o vide a de nition and a result from dynamical systems theory (e.g., Katok and Hasselblatt 16] ).
De nition IV.2: Consider a map b : Z ! Z. q 2 Z is an !-limit point (or forward limit point) o f z 2 Z if there exists a sequence of positive i n tegers N 1 N 2 : : :going to +1 such that b Ni (z) approaches q as i goes to in nity. The !-limit set for z, written !(z), is the set of all !-limit points for z. Proof: Plugging the left contact vertex (u i l v i l ) i n to Equation (6) , di erentiating with respect to time, and setting t = 0 , w e nd that the initial velocity of the vertex in the x direction after release is _ x l (0) = ; _ r h. S i n c e _ r > 0, by c hoosing h < 0, we are guaranteed that the initial motion of the left vertex is in the +x direction. By choosing _ r su ciently small, we ensure that a throw a t R i grasp yields a su ciently small ight time t f , hence su ciently small ight rotation angle f , that the left vertex is guaranteed to make rst contact with the arm at a point further to the right on the arm, and the part will settle again to the same stable edge. The result is a jog with R 1 > R .
As R increases from R i grasp , _ y(0) = _ r R increases, yielding a larger amplitude throw, and the above di erential analysis is insu cient. During ight, the x velocity o f t h e center of mass is _ x = ; _ r (d i +h) < 0 f o r h > ;d min . I f t h e total rotation angle in ight i s f and the throw is a jog, then after impact the part rolls about one or more vertices an angle ; f (clockwise) until it comes back to rest on the same edge. Since no local minima of y(t) are encountered during rolling until the part comes to rest on the initial edge (otherwise the part would stop on the corresponding stable edge), we h a ve ( y ; h) > d i during rolling. Since _ x = _ (y ; h) during rolling and (y ; h) > d i at all times, the total x distance covered by the cent e r o f m a s s t o t h e left during ight is less than the the distance to the right during rolling. Therefore, for all jogs, R 1 > R .
As R is increased, the larger amplitude of the throw results in a larger f and eventually a ip to a new stable edge at R R i flip . F or a su ciently large amplitude throw, the time of ight t f can be calculated approximately by setting y(0) = y(t f ) in Equation (5). This results in t f = ;2 _ r R=g. Plugging into (5), we get
Since g < 0, x(t f ) < x (0) = R if h > ;d i . The center of mass moves to the left during ight an amount proportional to R and to _ 2 r . The center of mass may then roll up to a distance L in either direction. Provided L < j2 _ 2 r R(d i + h)=gj, which w i l l a l w ays be true for su ciently large R, R 1 < R for the throw and catch.
Therefore, for any h satisfying 0 > h > ;d min and a su ciently small _ r , for each stable edge i the part will jog outward (R 1 > R ) for su ciently small R R i grasp . Also, the part center of mass moves to the left during ight an amount proportional to the part radius R. This acts as negative feedback o n R, allowing us to place an upper bound R i max for each stable edge. It remains only to choose _ r su ciently small so that a ip never goes to a state (i R) such t h a t R < R i grasp .
Proposition IV.4 leads easily to the following result. Proof: By Proposition IV.4, f : Z ! Z. T h e s e t Z is a union of compact spaces, and hence compact. The result follows by Theorem IV.3. This is our rst indication of recurrent behavior in openloop throwing and catching, as points in a forward limit set !(z) m ust recur. There is more structure to the throw map f that can be exploited, however, that indicates that for all z 2 Z, !(z) is the same all points share the same forward limit set.
For an appropriate choice of h and _ r , w e de ne an approximated system characterized by the following behaviors:
At states (i R i grasp R < R i flip ), the part slides outward with continuous motion _ R > 0. The small discrete jogs are replaced with continuous motion.
The part ips to a new edge when R R i flip . The part neither jogs nor ips inde nitely. This last assumption is based on the fact that as a part jogs outward, the upward release velocity increases linearly with R while the angular velocity i s u n c hanged, hence the part will eventually ip. Since the center of mass moves to the left during ight, ips tend to decrease R, and the part eventually moves back i n to a jogging range. Note that edge 2 of the bracket is unstable.
This approximation to the actual system is a hybrid system with continuous motion along edges and discrete jumps between edges.
Theorem IV.6: The approximated hybrid system is guaranteed to enter the same forward limit set from any state (i R) such t h a t E i is stable and R i grasp R R i max for some R i max R i flip .
Proof: States (i R) R i grasp R < R i flip , will eventually reach the same state (i R i flip ) b y jogging. At t h a t point the object will ip, and all future trajectories of the system will be identical. Because the system cycles between jogging and ipping, and because there are only a nite number of stable edges, the system must eventually re-enter a previously visited jog range. At this point, the system will retrace its trajectory the system has entered its forward limit set.
V. Simulations and Experiments

A. Simulation
We h a ve created a simulator based on the mechanics outlined in Section III, with full rolling simulation. Two test objects, a triangle and a bracket, are shown in Figure 4 .
In the simulations shown, g = ;966cm=s 2 , h = ;0:5cm, and _ r = 320 =s for the triangle, and g = ;220cm=s 2 , h = ;0:25cm, a n d _ r = 320 =s for the bracket. The values of h satisfy Proposition IV.4 in both cases. A dynamic grasp is guaranteed for all edges of the triangle for R 5:68cm and 0:382, and for all edges of the bracket (except unstable edge 2) for R 13:83cm and 0:177. The forward limit set for the triangle is shown in Figure 5 . The cycle consists of a series of jogs on edge 1, a ip to edge 0, a ip to edge 2, zero to three jogs on edge 2, and a ip back to edge 1 where the cycle repeats. Each cycle is about 13 throws. Note that the cycle has a thickness associated with it because of the nite distance of the jogs, unlike the limit set for the approximate system where discrete jogs are replaced by a continuous motion. Figure 7 shows that the system is attracted to this cycle from a large range of initial conditions.
Convergence to a cycle for the bracket is shown in Figure 8. B. Experiment Figure 9 shows a line drawing and photo of our experimental system. A rotating actuator contacts the end of a 40 cm long horizontal arm and rotates it clockwise about a pivot (which can be adjusted to change the value of h). This stores energy in a return spring. The actuator eventually breaks contact with the arm, releasing it to spring back and impact a mechanical stop, at which point the part resting on the arm breaks contact with the arm, free falls, impacts on the horizontal arm and settles. The steel arm is covered with a thin layer of high-friction slowrecovery foam (Lendell Mfg., type PHS-14) to approximate the sticking assumption in the impact analysis. The actuator then comes back around and repeats the process. The release velocity _ r is controlled by tensioning the spring. The de ection of the arm is small (approximately 5 degrees) as energy is stored in the spring, so the return motion and impact of the arm approximates an impulse to the part. The arm and actuator are mounted on an acrylic back plate which k eeps the laminar part at in the plane. is the mass of the part and g is the gravitational constant. The magnitude of the gravitational force in the plane of the back plate is f g = mjgj sin80 , meaning that f f =f g = 0 :1 cot80 u 0:018 | the unmodeled frictional force resisting motion is approximately 2% of the gravitational force in the plane. Experimental results for 300 throws of the triangle of Figure 4 are shown in Figure 10 , where the throwing radius R was measured at 0.5 cm resolution. The experimental release velocity _ r , o set h, and gravitational constant are approximately the same as in the simulations of Figures 5 and 7 . The experimental behavior of the part is qualitatively similar to that in the simulations, with the exception that jogs rarely occur on edge 2 in the experiment, and there are typically one or two more jogs on edge 1 in the experiment. The experimental cycle consists of 13-15 throws.
A simple one-bit sensor (for instance, an optical proximity sensor) embedded in the arm can be used to detect if the part is above it. By placing the sensor at a radius greater than 25 cm, we can be certain that when the part is detected, it must lie on edge 1, provided we h a ve rst executed a few throws to make sure the part has entered its forward limit set. (In our experiments, the triangle typically enters the cycle within four throws.) Other edges only appear in the forward limit set at smaller radii. For many parts, a parts feeder can be constructed from a simple sensor tailored to the limit set of the part-arm dynamical system.
We can alter the limit set of the part-arm dynamical system by c hanging the parameters h and _ r . L a r g e r v alues of _ r move the limit set closer to the pivot. Smaller values of jhj result in shorter jogs and reduce the thickness of the limit set. In general, stable limit set behavior is evident for a wide range of parameter choices.
VI. Conclusions
By choosing repeated throws and catches, instead of vibrations, as a method for open-loop manipulation of parts, we h a ve shown that strong predictions can be made about the asymptotic behavior of parts with non-trivial geometry, and that parts can be forced to enter a unique cyclic pattern from a large set of initial con gurations. By changing the control parameters _ r and h, w e can modify the cyclic pattern. A simple sensor tailored to the dynamical system limit set can be used to construct a parts feeder.
This system is our rst step toward more complex dynamic parts feeders which are di cult to analyze using lowlevel models of contact, friction, and impact. Starting with a description of the nonlinear dynamical system in terms of its features such as stable limit sets, stable and unstable xed points, etc., we will study the issue of sensor design to complement the mechanical behavior sensitivity o f t h e features with respect to the shape and motion parameters choosing sequences in the motion space, in an open-loop or sensor-based fashion, to funnel the system to a desired limit set or xed point and the possibility o f p r o vably complete feeder design algorithms despite bounded nondeterminism in the behavior of the system. 2 is the distance between the pivot and the center of mass. 4. The two objects used in the simulations (distances in cm). Note that edge 2 of the bracket is unstable. 5. Starting from (1 12cm), the triangle falls into a repeated motion pattern, consisting of a series of jogs on edge 1, a ip to edge 0, a ip to edge 2, zero to three jogs on edge 2, and a ip back to edge 1 where the cycle repeats. The cycle consists of about 13 throws, and 300 simulated throws are shown. 6. A sequence of states in the recurrent motion pattern of Figure 5 . The triangle rst jogs out on edge 1. Note that the distance of the jogs increases as the radius increases, since the part ight time increases. Finally the throw m a gnitude is su cient to cause the triangle to ip to edge 0. The triangle then ips to edge 2, where it jogs once before ipping back to edge 1 and beginning the cycle again. 7. All initial states of the triangle converge to the same cycle. 100 throws are simulated from each diamond. 8. All initial states of the bracket converge to the same cycle consisting of jogs on edge 4, ip to edge 3, jogs on edge 3, ip to edge 1, ip to edge 0, and ip to edge 4, where the cycle repeats. The cycle consists of about 25 throws. 100 throws are simulated from each diamond. 9. Line drawing and photo of the throw and catch experimental setup. 10. Experimental results for the triangle. 300 throws are shown, and each cycle consists of 13-15 throws.
